The ballistic conductance of a coupled T -shaped semiconductor quantum wire (CTQW) are studied. Two types of CTQW are considered, one of which is a Π-shaped quantum wire (ΠQW) which consists of two transverse wires on the same side of the main wire and the other a Π-clone quantum wire (ΠCQW) which consists of two transverse wires on the opposite sides of the main wire. The mode matching method and Landauer-Buttiker theory are employed to study the energy dependence of the ballistic conductance. Most of transmission profiles of ΠQW and ΠCQW are found to be distinguishable for large separation d between the two transverse arms. The transmission probability manifests oscillatory behavior when d is increased. When a potential is added to the connection region, it results in decoupling or coupling effects between the two T-shaped wires according to whether it is positive or negative. When magnetic fields are applied to CTQW, the transmission profiles are found to be affected profoundly even if the electrons pass through
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the microetching and epitaxial growth techniques have enabled semiconductor nanostructures to be fabricated with feature sizes down to nanometers. Such nanostructures include T-shaped quantum wires in which quasi-one-dimensional confinement is achieved at the intersection of two quantum wells. Both experimental and theoretical studies on the nonlocal ballistic transport of these structures have been stimulated. In general, T-shaped quantum wires can be fabricated by first growing a GaAs/Al x Ga 1−x As multilayers on a (001) substrate, after cleavage, a GaAs quantum well is grown over the exposed (110) surface, resulting in an array of T-shaped regions where carrier wavefunctions can be confined in several tens of angstroms. T-shaped quantum wires (TQW) possess some improved optical properties of one dimensional excitons, such as the excitonic laser emission, the enhancement of excitonic binding energy, and the concentrated oscillator strength. The conductance of such a mesoscopic structure exhibits many peculiar and interesting features due to its intrinsic nonlocality. Quantum conductance in mesoscopic structures is the consequence of a complex scattering process which involves the boundary and the shape of the potential across the structural geometry as a whole.
Several studies on the electronic transmission properties for a T-shaped quantum structure have been carried out.
1−8 Many interesting transmission characteristics, such as resonant transmission and resonant reflection in the T-shaped structures have been revealed.
Such behaviors are caused from the quantum interference which dominates the ballistic transport regime. Theoretically, one may view the resonance as being mediated by the quasibound states of the system. The system of T-shaped quantum wires has open geometry, therefore, the injected carriers that travel ballistically over the wire region will across the wire region and show a strong energy dependent transmission as a consequence of quantum interference effect induced by the interplay between the propagating modes of the wires.
By using the scattering matrix approach and Landauer-Buttiker theory, Goldoni et. al. 4 have calculated the conductance of T-shape and coupled T-shaped quantum wires with dif-ferent wire widths. The transmission coefficient of the whole coupled T-shaped quantum wires can be obtained easily since the total T-matrix is the product of the T-matrices of the isolated wires. The double resonance obtained in their result is ascribed to a fingerprint of the bonding and antibonding combinations of the resonance states of the isolated wires.
Bohn 5 has introduced a periodic array of T-shaped devices. He showed that deflected arrays exhibit a unique resonance structure with respect to electrons traveling along the array.
The coefficients of the reflection and transmission through the array can peak simultaneously at resonance. Unlike the analogous case in superlattices, the peaks are at energies where the wavelength λ satisfies the condition nλ/2 = d for some integer n. Consequently, the scattering wave function possesses nodes at the intersection of the longitudinal arm and the transversal arm, and thus greatly reduces the flux lost to transversal leads. Nikolic and Sordan 6−7 have also studied the transmission properties of a quantum waveguide system with attached stubs in the ballistic regime. They found the transconductance and the differential drain conductance are small. Their result suggests limited abilities for conventional application of the transistor. Chen et. al. 7 . calculated transmission of electrons in a T-shaped opened quantum waveguide (TOQW) subjected to an inhomogeneous magnetic field perpendicular to the TOQW plane with mode-matching technique. The transmission profiles are found to depend sensitively on geometric parameters.
In this work, we study a Π-shaped opened quantum structure and its clone shape, which are four-terminal waveguide-like structures, schematically as shown in Fig.1 . We take first the geometric variation into account. Second, the interconnection region is considered to be acted by a potential. Third, the magnetic field is considered to apply to the vertical wires. Unlike the stubs, arms of the structures considered in our case are assumed to be long enough and open in the longitudinal and the transverse directions. The centers of the two vertical arms are spaced by a distance d as shown in Fig.1 . The scattering matrice are calculated by using mode-mathing method. Our model will be presented briefly in the next section. Results and discussions will be given in the final section.
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II. MODEL AND FORMALISM
We model the structure geometry as illustrated in Fig.1 
The whole quantum wire can be split into several individual homogeneous subregions:
horizontal region I, vertical regions II and V, intersection region III and VI, interconnecting region IV, and the outgoing horizontal region VII. The two intersection regions act as scattering centers. And the interconnecting region acts as a connection of the two TQWs.
An nth mode electron is considered to inject from left of region I into the wire. The wave function in region I can be written in terms of a sum of incident and reflecting modes as
where k 
where ± represents the upward or downward arm and
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The wave function in region IV is given by the sum of rightgoing (+) and leftgoing (−) modes,
In region III and region VI, all modes must be taken into account, thus
Here
represent the transverse wave functions of the electron in mode j inside the different regions of the wires, and are used as the expansion bases. The wave
2 are either real for propagating modes or pure imaginary for evanescent modes. Now expand the wavefunctions in terms of a set of complete bases corresponding to the transverse eigenfunctions in regions I, II, IV, V and VII, respectively as
and
Substituting these functions into Eq.(1) for a given Fermi energy E F , we obtain five sets of eigen-wave-numbers {k
}, and {k V II(+) n } and eigen-wave-
(y)}, and {Φ V II(+) n (x)}. By using boundary matching technique, 9 we can derive all coefficients in Eqs. (2)- (8) such as {r mn },
mn }, {u mn }, {v mn }, {t mn },{a jn }, {b jn }, {c jn }.{d jn }, {e jn }, and {h jn }. The group velocities of the j th state in region I, II, V and VII are respectively
as well as
The transmission probabilities t nj (in region VII ) and s
(in region II and region V) from the incident mode n to the final mode j , and the reflection probability r nj from the incident mode n to the final mode j (in region I ) can be obtained, respectively, as follows:
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It should be emphasized that the expansions (9)-(13) involve an infinite sum including all possible evanescent modes. In practice, in order to solve this set of equations numerically, we have to truncate the sum at some finite number which should be large enough to achieve a desired accuracy. The numerical convergence can be checked by flux conservation. The relationship j ( t jn + r jn + s jn ) = 1 should be fulfilled accurately.
The total transmission coefficients T and S are then given by
Where N 1 , N 2 and N 3 are the numbers of propagating modes in regions I, II and III, respectively. The conductance G at zero temperature is given by the Landauer-Buttiker formula:
We also evaluate the probability density of electrons in the quantum wire by adding the contributions from all propagating modes as
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Transmission Properties with Geometric Variations
Figs.1(a) and (b) schematically depict the geometry of the Π-shaped QW (ΠQW) and the Π-clone QW (ΠCQW). We present our results in terms of some convenient parameters:
between two center of the intersections of vertical wires and horizontal wire, 3) the ratios of
First of all, we consider that all wires are the same width, namely W . Transmission probabilities are calculated with varying k F as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) for different d.
Curves from bottom to top in Fig.2(a) Comparing curves in (a) and (b), we observe that the transmission profiles are the same.
When α is small, the transmission profiles of the ΠQW and ΠCQW become indistinguishable and almost the same as that of TQW system. The double resonance can be observed again.
B. Transmission Under an Additional Potential
We now consider the case that an additional scalar potential is applied to the interconnection region IV. The applied potential can be negative or positive for attracting or depleting electrons. The different coupling profiles are interesting and may be important for practical usage of the mesoscopic devices. The transmission profiles versus Fermi wave number k F for the case that the magnetic field being applied to both regions II and V, are displayed in Fig.8 . Fig.8(a) presents the transmission in the ΠQWs and ΠCQWs with same polarity in both vertical arms, and 2) as can be seen from Fig.8(a) . However, for the case of ΠCQWs, the transmission are polarity independent as can be noted from the dotted curves in Fig.8(a) . No such symmetry can be found in ΠCQW as shown in Fig.8(b) .
Furthermore, peak-dip structures are evident both in Figs.(a) and (b) at high field situations, though the electrons always move in field free region. One can expect that the transmission profiles will become stepwise structures when the applied magnetic field is extremely high.
And in the intermediate field strength, the magnetic field changes the oscillatory behavior of the profiles significantly.
IV. SUMMARY
In the present work, the transmission properties of the coupled TOQWs are found to be very sensitive to the geometric configurations as well as the strength and polarity of the 
represent the total transmission coefficients T and S as defined in Eqs. (22) and (23) 
